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a recently acquired specimen in the British Museum, which I
believe to be the one formerly in the Herpin collection, there is
certainly an oak-wreath.
This coin forms part of a coinage issued by Augustus
on leaving the East after his second visit there in b.c.
21—19. The actual years in -which this coinage was
struck may in all probability be assigned to b.c. 19 and
18. The coinage of these two years consisted of gold,
silver (cistophori and denarii), and copper. The gold and
silver generally bear reference to ' Armenia/ Besides
the two specimens of brass coins with the legend OB
CIVIS SERVATOS, there are other pieces with, on the
obverse, the legend AVGVST. TR. POT., and on the
reverse the letters C. A, These coins, which were at one
time attributed to Csesarea Augusta, in Tarraconensis,1 but
which were with more reason given by Eckhel2 to Csesarea
Panias, have been now suggested by Mr. de Salis to
belong to the Roman series of Augustus, who com-
menced striking these pieces in the East about b.c. 27.
The letters C.A., which are in most cases separated by a
dot, doubtless stand for Caesar Augustus. A large brass
coia of this series, unpublished by Cohen, has been
recently purchased for the Museum. On the obverse,
IMP. CAESAR; head of Augustus to the right, bare.
On the reverse, AVGVSTVS written within a laurel
wreath. This coin is evidently the copper belonging to
the silver cistophorij with the same legends.3
1 Vaillant, Nktm. Aer. Imp. in colon, &c., p. 14, Paris, 1G95 ;
Florez, lleddlas de Us eohnas de jE&pana, vol. i. p. 187, pi. v.
10—13, Madrid, 1757.
3 Boot. Num. Vet. vol. iii. p. 339.
8 Pinder, Ueler die CistopJioren und ueber die JZaiserlicJien Siller-
medaillvm der Itomuchen Provinz A$ii, pi. ii. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9,10,
11, 12; pi. iii. Nos. 1, 2, 3. BerL, 1856.

